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Nine years ago this month, Titan Consulting was founded. It has been a wild and exciting ride. If
someone would have told me 20 years ago that I would be a business owner, I would have said, “OK, I
can do that”, but if they would have told me that one of my main duties would be selling, I don’t know if
I would have believed you. It has been an experience that I have come to enjoy over the past few
years, but in the beginning it was pretty rough. You see, I always considered myself a consultant/
technical guy - not a sales guy.
One of the items I had to learn to overcome was rejection. I have heard many times from prospects
“we already have a company we use for SAP consultants”. The company they use may or may not focus solely on SAP, but that is whom they use nevertheless. Then I started thinking; you can compare
SAP consulting companies to homonyms. I think my English teachers from my school days would be
proud that I remember the lesson on homonyms. Words like meet and meat, be and bee, pail and
pale. There are several companies that provide SAP resources, but do they really understand what
clients are needing/requesting? I believe that Titan provides the best value for the dollar and really
understands what a client is requesting. I know that I am prejudice towards Titan. You don’t pour as
much into a company as our staff has and not feel that way. As I have mentioned before, I/Titan does
not ask for your business, all we ask for is an opportunity to compete. If you believe that another company has presented a resource that is a better fit, you need to go with them, but I believe we will win
the business more than not.
Our fall conferences are just around the corner. Make sure you look for us at the following conferences:
Managing your SAP Projects: October 27 – 29, Orlando, FL
Reporting and Analytics: October 27 – 29, Orlando, FL
You can find more information about the conferences at:
http://www.wispubs.com/sap/conferences.html
Since the economy is picking back up, we have started adding
some additional people to our staff. I would like to welcome
Mark Vasinda to the Titan. I have known Mark for 14 years
and worked with him at SAP. Make sure you read his bio in
the newsletter, and I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Unleash the power of together. ®

Kent Lamb

Hanging out with
consultants in Denver!
Left to right: Karteek Lingam, Beth Goad,
Nic Ramos, Moorthi Kothandaraman and
Chrissie Wootton
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How to Prosper in the World of Consulting
by Bob Pawlick
Keep up to date.
The technology we use to model our business and commerce changes every five years. To
prosper, one has to stay ahead of obsolesce. People will pay for the latest thing. It is very
hard to get anyone to pay for obsolete technology.
Build relationships with your clients and co-workers.
It really is a small world, and it is getting smaller all the time. In forty-three years, I have yet
to meet anyone smart enough that they can afford to make an enemy. People do remember. My very best recommendations have come from some of the most surprising people.
Remember the Chinese proverb, “He who seeks revenge should dig two graves.”
An ounce of experienced intelligent thought is worth a ton of concurrence.
Best to be the one with the intelligent thought. But, if not, listen to the person who works
hard enough to develop a minority opinion. Remember, all great ideas started as a minority
opinion. Nothing is gained by saying, “I concur.” Too often something is lost.
It is OK to disagree, up to the point when you have to get the job done.
At the end of the day, we have a job to get done. More often than not, that job is not what
we proposed. It is kind of like a football play. There are lots of opinions as to which play to
call. After the play is called, everyone must execute that same play.
Bob Pawlick

Think out of the box.
The road to mediocrity is littered with templates, methodology and last year’s slogans. I do like templates and I do like methodologies. They are great for elephant checks. That is, they answer the question, “Is there an elephant standing in the room?” On the other hand, do not put an elephant into a
project without a good reason. Your thought out of the box should make you somewhat uncomfortable.
Sleep on it. You will either feel more uncomfortable with reasons for your discomfort, or you will feel
more comfortable with reasons for your comfort. Either way, you win: you see the question through
another facet.
Tigers do not change their stripes.
Most of the time most of the people will act within their normal behavior pattern. Do not expect them to
behave in any other way. If you want a different reaction from someone, you must lay out a simple and
logical plan. If, the next morning, the person you are trying to convince remembers your logic and data,
he will either vote your way or fear that he is making a mistake. So, if you do not win, it is still fun to
create a little paranoia in the other gut. Play by the adage, “The American people are basically fair. Lay
the facts out and let them decide.”
Pay attention to the goals of the business.
I have often told project co-workers that 60% of IT projects fail. Often, the project installs just fine and
starts operation just fine, but six months after it is operational - when the business owner looks at the
results - in 60% of the cases the project did not come up to his expectations. The problem here is that
we tend to take a technology view of a project and not a business view.
Learn the language of finance.
It is the language of winners.
Experience is the most valuable asset you can develop.
You have to live it. You cannot buy it. You cannot borrow it. You cannot read it in a book. If you lack
experience, find someone who has it. You can gain successful experience most rapidly from him. I
have watched many a young consultant impale himself on his own rhetoric. The clue is usually when he
starts telling everyone how good he is. Experience does not teach us how good we are. Experience
teaches us how to keep our mouth shut. It teaches us how bad we are not.
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Q & A Consultant Profile
Name: Beth Goad
Hometown: Chicago, IL
Family: My husband David and our two cats, Badger and Daisy.
Number of years consulting: 5 years
Area of SAP expertise: SCM APO
Interesting facts about yourself: I am an only child. I have no trouble sharing because I’m so
happy to have someone to play with.
Favorites:
!" Movie: Stand By Me
!" Authors: Stephanie Meyer, David Sedaris, Nick Hornby, & Jen Lancaster.
!" TV Show: Anything hosted by Mike Rowe, Joel McHale, or Chelsea Handler. My favorite
channels are E! and Discovery.
!" Food: The best way to describe my favorite food is to say that my favorite place to eat is
NJ. I lived there for 25 years, where the unit of measure of pizza is a pie or a slice, fries are
served with brown gravy and mozzarella cheese, Taylor Ham, egg and cheese on a kaiser
roll is available in every diner and deli you can find. Avoid dining with me in NJ if you are trying to
avoid heart disease.
!" Vacation Spot: Playa del Carmen, Mexico
!" Sport: Baseball
!" Band: Dave Matthews Band
!" Quote: “No day but today” from Rent.
!" Website: weather.com
Hobbies: When I’m not working, I avoid the computer. I play guitar, read, and exercise.
Funniest moment at work: When I first started working with SAP, I asked our Basis guy, “Who is Al
Eremote?” (as in ALEREMOTE) I’m never afraid to ask questions, but since then I usually check with Google
first.
Favorite consulting tip: Your reputation is everything. Never lie about your experience and be nice. It’s a
very small world.

Beth Goad

Enjoying a Milwaukee Brewer’s baseball game with clients!
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Welcome to the Team - Mark Vasinda
As a part of Titan’s Sales Team, Mark is responsible for finding and cultivating relationships between Titan and its customer partners.
Mark started his IT career as a mainframe COBOL programmer and in 1994 was the Project
Leader on one of the first US FI/CO implementations of R/3. With over 17 years of SAP experience in implementation, sales, consulting, operational and management roles, Mark has seen all
of the facets of SAP in the business place. He has been both a customer and an employee of
SAP. He knows the product well and has helped many customers implement, run and improve
their SAP landscape. Having seen a lot of different scenarios he is always willing to share his
knowledge and opinions with Titan’s customer partners.
Mark earned his BS in Business Administration with a minor in Information Systems from the University of Texas at Dallas in 1989.
Mark is an avid outdoors man and while his favorite past time is hunting, he also spends a month
a year camping with his youngest son’s Boy Scout troop. His favorite trips with the Boy Scouts are
the high adventure ones where you carry your own food and gear and either hike or paddle into
the wilderness for a week or more at a time. To satisfy his craving to be outdoors the rest of the
year, he rides his motorcycle as much as possible. Mark and his wife, Sheri, have 4 children and
4 grandchildren that still keep them very busy the rest of the time.

Q & A Internal Employee Profile
Name: Mark Vasinda
Hometown: I was born in Tampa, Florida, but I was a service brat and we moved around a lot
until I was 10. So home for me is Lucas, TX.
Family: My wife (Sheri) and I have 4 children (Kami, Tony, Julia, and Joseph) and 4 grandchildren (Aaron, Elijah, Olin, and Micah) all from our second child Tony. We have one child (Joseph)
left at home full time while Julia splits her time between Texas and other exotic places
(Australia, Italy, England, and Philadelphia) while attending college.
Interesting fact about yourself: I tend to be a whole lot happier when I can ride my Harley Road
King Classic to work several times a week.
Favorites:
! Band: My current favorite band is the Zac Brown Band - they really have some fun lyrics.
! Food: My family loves Mexican food, and I am right there with them.
! Vacation Spot: Places that are remote and have limited cell phone coverage. I just recently
hiked 80 miles in 10 days with my youngest son in the northern New Mexico Rockies and it was
probably one of the greatest experiences of my life.
Hobbies: My favorite hobby is
hunting. To be able to spend long
stretches of time taking in the
beauty of the wilderness is a wonderful thing. I also love to watch
racing, round or straight, open
wheel, drag boats, stock car, or
dirt track. If the vehicles are going fast and loud, I am there.
Name one thing you can’t live
without: The one thing that I cant
live without is my wife. She has
been the greatest partner for over
30 years.
Mark and Sheri Vasinda
www.titanconsulting.net
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Titan Consulting
3411 Preston Rd.
Suite C13 PMB 205
Frisco, TX 75034
Phone: 972-377-3500
Fax: 972-692-7436
info@titanconsulting.net
Check us out on the web:
www.titanconsulting.net
www.facebook.com/
pages/Frisco-TX/TitanConsulting/15167987294

Titan Lends a Hand

Birthdays
July

August

Chris Kupczyk
1
Alex Maftsir
3
Barb Seder
8
Truman Rice
12
Jamil Zamin
14
Ron Lyons
15
Sheila Pratt
18
Siddhartha Choudhury 21
Robert Gutierrez
21
Lela LeRoy
22
Louis Requena
22
Kate Clay
25
Badruddin Pitter
25
Manohar Venkatachalam 26
Mario Pereira
29
Sree Kolapalli
31

Richard Hankins
Kyle Evans
Manoj Pamidukkala
Catherine Concannon
Peter Mollett
Mark Niekamp
Sathya Kishore
Roderick Miles
Narasimha Devisetty
Suzanne Reid
Dee Fenwick
Venkat Rao Pajarla
Dorian Salmon
Ronald Bruder
LaBaron Hartfield
Joe Rutledge
Michael Pearson
Praveen Shastrula
James Jeon
Pavan Asur

2
3
6
7
8
9
10
10
12
12
14
15
19
21
21
24
26
27
28
30

Titan was a sponsor at 2 recent
local events. First was the Frisco
RoughRider baseball team “Rider’s
Bowl” bowling fundraiser. This
benefits the Roughrider Foundation which is involved in things like
the Miracle League of Frisco. Titan
Sponsored 2 lanes at this event
and donated the playing positions
to “Frisco Family Services” so
some of the kids in that program
could play.
Titan was also a sponsor at the
Power Agility Reaction Training
(PART) camp for kids that is run by
consultant, Brian Grandison. This
was the 3rd year for the annual
fitness camp which hosted 150
kids free of charge. The camp was
a huge success again this year.
Way to go Coach Brian!
http://www.planostar.com/
articles/2010/06/30/
lewisville_leader/news/73.txt

http://www.linkedin.com/
groups?
mostPopular=&gid=3109
244
www.twitter.com/
TitanSAP
http://
saptitanconsulting.wordpr
ess.com/

Unleash the power of
together. ®

You have the power of SAP®

You do not want your competition swimming laps around your company.! Titan
Consulting helps you dive into the needs and resources of your business, allowing
you to push forward and beat your competition.! We combine our senior-level
consulting experience with your goals to help you pull ahead to win the race.
Are you ready to unleash the power of together®?

Titan will help you unleash it

www.titanconsulting.net

